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A kinetic generalization of a Taylor identity appropriate to a strongly magnetized plasma is derived.
This relation provides an explicit link between the radial mixing of a four–dimensional !4D"
gyrocenter fluid and the poloidal Reynolds stress. This kinetic analog of a Taylor identity is
subsequently utilized to link the turbulent transport of poloidal momentum to the mixing of potential
vorticity. A quasilinear calculation of the flux of potential vorticity is carried out, yielding diffusive,
turbulent equipartition, and thermoelectric convective components. Self-consistency is enforced via
the quasineutrality relation, revealing that for the case of a stationary small amplitude wave
population, deviations from neoclassical predictions of poloidal rotation can be closely linked to the
growth/damping profiles of the underlying drift wave microturbulence. © 2010 American Institute
of Physics. #doi:10.1063/1.3490253$

I. INTRODUCTION

Poloidal and toroidal flows play a critical role in the
regulation and stabilization of numerous modes within toka-
mak devices which are known to have detrimental effects on
plasma confinement. Poloidal flows in particular have gar-
nered significant attention as a result of the prominent role
played by these flows within the radial force balance equa-
tion in the vicinity of edge or internal transport barriers,1–3 as
well as providing a potential trigger mechanism for barrier
formation.4 In spite of the critical role often attributed to
these flows, an understanding of the physical processes un-
derlying their generation remains elusive. While it is often
assumed that the lack of poloidal symmetry within a toka-
mak device will result in the plasma poloidal flow being
dragged back to its neoclassical level, numerous counterex-
amples in the vicinity of internal transport barriers can be
identified within the experimental literature.5–7 Furthermore,
recent experiments at DIII-D indicate that deviations in the
magnitude as well as direction of the poloidal rotation of
impurity ions from that predicted by neoclassical theory can
be present throughout the plasma volume.8 Within the above
studies, measured poloidal flows have been observed to de-
viate from neoclassical predictions by as much as an order of
magnitude. These substantial deviations of poloidal flows
from neoclassical predictions are suggestive of the critical
role in which turbulent stresses are likely playing in the gen-
eration of mean poloidal flows. Further motivation for the
theoretical study of turbulent stresses is provided by basic
experiments which have unambiguously demonstrated the
robust nature of turbulent flow generation in strongly mag-
netized plasmas.9,10

While existing formulations within the theoretical litera-
ture have derived criteria for turbulent poloidal flow

generation,11 the existing theoretical framework is not suffi-
cient for determining regimes in which turbulent stresses are
strong enough to driving experimentally relevant deviations
from neoclassical predictions of poloidal rotation. Recent
progress has been made in this regard via nonlinear full-f
gyrokinetic simulations on the GYSELA code.12 These simu-
lations have shown that a significant component of the po-
loidal rotation can be driven by turbulent stresses in low
collisionality regimes.13 This result is particularly pressing
since the next generation of confinement devices will likely
operate in significantly lower collisionality regimes than cur-
rent machines.

The combination of recent experimental and numerical
findings suggest that mechanisms for driving poloidal rota-
tion outside the scope of conventional neoclassical theories
will likely be active in future devices. Within this analysis
we seek to provide a theoretical framework for describing
the underlying physical mechanisms through which plasma
microturbulence may drive mean poloidal flows. Our moti-
vation throughout this analysis is to build upon fundamental
concepts originally developed within the context of highly
idealized fluid models which lack much of the cumbersome
technical complexity present within more comprehensive
models of plasma turbulence. In particular, the study of
wave-mean flow interactions within the context of atmo-
spheric and oceanic systems has led to the development of an
elegant set of theoretical tools for describing turbulent flow
generation.14–16 As a specific example, an expression for
mean zonal momentum can be written as

"uy

"t
+

"

"x
!uy!ux = ! "uy . !1"

Here the notation is consistent with plasma physics conven-
tions: êx is the direction of inhomogeneity, êy is the zonal
direction, and the velocity perturbations can be written ina"Electronic mail: cmcdevitt@ucsd.edu.
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terms of the electrostatic potential as u%!c /B"!b̂#$!$". It
is often useful to work with the flux of potential vorticity
!PV" rather than the divergence of the Reynolds stress. This
can be conveniently accomplished via the use of a Taylor
identity,17 which can be written as !in dimensionless nota-
tion"

"

"x
!uy!ux = ! !q!ux, !2"

where !q%!1!$!
2 "!$ is the PV, we have normalized length

and time scales by %s and &ci, respectively, the electrostatic
potential by e /Te, and !¯ " corresponds to an average over
the zonal coordinate. Equation !2" provides an explicit link
between the mixing of PV and the Reynolds stress. Note that
while we have assumed translational invariance in the zonal
direction, no small amplitude assumption of the underlying
fluctuations was necessary in the derivation of Eq. !2". Hence
it is appropriate to the description of both eddy and wave
turbulence, and thus corresponds to a useful relation for both
theoretical as well as experimental studies of momentum
transport.18 If for definiteness, we now assume the limit of
small amplitude drift waves and adiabatic electrons, the lin-
earized Hasegawa–Mima equation19 provides a convenient
description for the evolution of potential vorticity, namely,

"!q

"t
= ! !ux

" q̄

"x
! uy

"!q

"y
+ F#!q$ ! D#!q$ , !3"

where the radial gradient of mean PV is given by

" q̄

"x
=

" ln n0

"x
!

"2uy

"x2 .

Here F#!q$ and D#!q$ correspond to forcing and dissipation,
respectively. An expression for the Reynolds stress can be
derived by solving Eq. !3" for !ux, and substituting the result
into Eq. !2", yielding !see Ref. 20 for a more in depth dis-
cussion related to the Hasegawa–Wakatani equation retaining
all nonlinear terms"

"

"x
!uy!ux =

1
2

1

q̄!

"!q2

"t
! #F!x" ! D!x"$

!q2

q̄!
, !4"

where for simplicity we have assumed the forcing and dissi-
pation to have the form F#!q$=F!x"!q and D#!q$=D!x"!q.
Equation !4", while resulting from an elementary set of op-
erations, can be seen to put a strong constraint on the gen-
eration of mean flows. Namely, from Eq. !4" it is clear that
for the small amplitude limit considered here, the turbulent
stress must vanish in the limit of conservative stationary
waves. Hence, Eq. !4" can be understood to correspond to a
nonacceleration theorem for the mean flow. To understand
the physical origin of the first term on the right-hand side
!RHS" of Eq. !4" in more detail it is useful to note that
consistent with the small amplitude assumption utilized
above we may write

!
1
2

!q2

q̄!
= &

k
ky

Ek

&k
, !5"

where Ek is the energy density and &k is the linear frequency.
For media which are translationally invariant in the zonal
direction, it can be readily shown that the quantity on the
RHS of Eq. !5" is conserved up to dissipative losses in the
small amplitude limit,21,22 and is often referred to as a wave
momentum density. Within this interpretation, the first term
in Eq. !4" can be seen to represent the rate of change of the
wave momentum density. Hence, for conservative systems,
Eq. !4" indicates that any increase or decrease in the wave
momentum density must necessarily drive a finite Reynolds
stress.

Considering the opposite limit of a nonconservative sta-
tionary !small amplitude" wave population it is clear that the
Reynolds stress is explicitly linked to the forcing and dissi-
pation profiles of the underlying modes. It is useful to note
that in order for a stationary state to exist, the forcing and
dissipation profiles must necessarily satisfy the constraint
'd2x#F!x"!D!x"$!q2=0. Thus, excluding trivial solutions,
this self-consistency constraint necessitates the coexistence
of regions above and below marginality, or equivalently, re-
gions of emission and absorption of wave momentum. As
indicated by Eq. !4", regions of emission #F!x"'D!x"$ must
drive a positive stress !for q̄!(0", whereas regions of ab-
sorption #F!x"(D!x"$ will drive a negative stress. An ex-
plicit expression for the mean flow profile can be derived by
substituting Eq. !4" into Eq. !1", yielding !at stationarity"

uy = !
2
"

#F!x" ! D!x"$&
k

ky
Ek

&k
. !6"

From Eq. !6" it is clear that within the simple limit consid-
ered here, the equilibrium flow profile is dependent upon the
dissipation and drive of the underlying fluctuations. We note
in passing that this simple form for the flow provides an
attractive means of determining the stability of the mean
flow profile. Namely, as discussed in Ref. 23, expressions of
this form may be used to determine whether a Rayleigh–Kuo
inflection-point is present within the flow profile, a necessary
condition for Kelvin–Helmholtz instability.24

Our focus within this work is on the derivation of a
theoretical framework which will allow for the implementa-
tion of many of the key concepts outlined above to more
comprehensive models of plasma turbulence. Central to this
study will be the identification of kinetic analogs to many of
the fluid concepts discussed above such as potential vorticity
and Taylor identities. As Eq. !6" makes explicit, the irrevers-
ible transport of momentum can be explicitly linked to the
violation of conservative wave dynamics. Hence, within the
following analysis we will strictly enforce self-consistency
throughout, such that sources of irreversible momentum
transport may be identified. The remainder of this paper is
organized as follows. Section II contains a derivation of the
transport equation for poloidal momentum utilized in this
analysis. In Sec. III, the generalization of Eq. !2" to strongly
magnetized plasmas is carried out. Section IV presents a qua-
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silinear calculation of the potential vorticity flux in both the
fluid and kinetic limits. In Sec. V, a discussion and conclu-
sion is presented.

II. TRANSPORT EQUATIONS

Within this section we seek to derive a closed system of
equations describing the plasma flow evolution which incor-
porates both neoclassical as well as turbulent stresses. Previ-
ous formulations of turbulent momentum transport have uti-
lized parallel and radial force balance equations, and then
closed the system via ad hoc, but physically reasonable, as-
sumptions of the poloidal rotation. Here we seek to close the
system self-consistently by introducing a third constraint,
namely, toroidal force balance. Before proceeding further it
is useful to express perpendicular force balance in the
form25,26

u( = ! c) "$

")
+

1
nie

"Pi

")
* I!)"

B
+ K!)"B , !7"

where we have assumed the total mean flow to be incom-
pressible, the equilibrium magnetic field is taken to be of the
form

B = I!)" $ * + $* # $) ,

and we note that B*= I!)" /R where R is the major radius, )
is the poloidal flux function, and the toroidal and poloidal
directions are given by ê*=R$* and ê+= !R / +$)+"$*
#$), respectively. This choice of representation for the
equilibrium magnetic field, while not the most general,27 will
be particularly convenient for the axisymmetric system con-
sidered here. From Eq. !7" it is clear that we will need to
determine expressions for the three independent variables
Er,uy

!EB" !where the binormal direction is defined by êy

% b̂# êr", K!)"=u+ /B+, and u(. Note that here and through-
out we will assume the pressure and density profiles to be
known quantities.

After summing over particle species, and taking me /mi
!0, the parallel force balance equation is given by28

"

"t
-nimiBu(. + -B · $ · !. = 0, !8"

where -¯ . and !¯̄" correspond to flux surface and statisti-
cal averages, respectively. The stress tensor is defined by

! % &
s

ms/ d3vfs)vv !
1
3

I+v ! u+2* ,

and I is the identity matrix. The third constraint applied to
the system will be toroidal force balance given by

"

"t
-nimiRu*. + -Rê* · $ · !. !

e

c
-j · $). = 0. !9"

For axisymmetric systems this expression may be simplified
by noting the identity29

-Rê* · $ · !. = -$ · !Rê* · !". .

Utilizing this identity and taking -j ·$).=0 #an immediate
consequence of the equilibrium condition j#B /c=$p when
p= p!)"$, Eq. !9" can be written as

"

"t
-nimiRu*. + -$ · !Rê* · !". = 0. !10"

Here it will be convenient to limit the analysis to stationary
solutions and to separate the stress tensor into turbulent and
collisional contributions, i.e., !=!turb+!neo !see Appendix
A for details". For the parallel direction, we estimate the
viscous stress as follows:

-B · $ · !neo. = !
3
2

-,((
!neo"b̂ · $B. , !11"

where ,((
!neo"= !2 /3"!P( ! P!", and we have neglected off-

diagonal contributions to !neo. Following the Hirshman–
Sigmar method,30 Eq. !11" can be approximated by

-B · $ · !neo. 0
nimi

-ii
-B2.#.00K!)" + .01L!)"$ , !12"

where K!)" and L!)" are related to the poloidal flow of mass
and heat, respectively, and .00, .01 are “viscosity” coeffi-
cients whose values in various collisionality regimes can be
found in Ref. 30, and -ii is the ion-ion collision time.

It is convenient to expand the turbulent contribution to
the stress tensor as follows:

-B · $ · !turb. = -B*ê* · $ · !turb. + -B+ê+ · $ · !turb.

= 1B*

R
$ · !Rê* · !turb"2

+ 1)B+

r
* $ · !rê+ · !turb"2

! 1)B+

r
*!turb:$!rê+"2 , !13"

where A :B%AjkBkj. An expression for the poloidal stress
can be derived by multiplying the toroidal force balance
equation #Eq. !10"$ by I!)" / -R2. and subtracting it from the
parallel force balance equation #Eq. !8"$, yielding

0 = I!)"1) 1
R2 !

1
-R2.* $ · !Rê* · !turb"2

+ 1)B+

r
* $ · !rê+ · !turb"2 ! 1)B+

r
*!turb:$!rê+"2

+
nimi

-ii
-B2.#.00K!)" + .0L!)"$ . !14"

It is apparent from Eq. !14" that both toroidal as well as
poloidal stresses are capable of influencing the rate of poloi-
dal rotation. While a direct evaluation of Eq. !14" is possible,
it will be convenient to assume a simplified geometry in
order to reduce the technical complexity of the analysis.
Namely, we will assume a cylindrical equilibrium with a
magnetic field of the form B=B!r" for the remainder of this
analysis. In this limit Eq. !14" reduces to
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0 = -$ · !rê+ · !turb". + nimir.ii
!neo"!u+ ! u+

neo" , !15"

where

.ii
!neo" %

1
-ii

-B2.
B+

2 .00,

and we have used u+=K!)"B+ and defined u+
neo=

!!.01 /.00"L!)"B+. Here L!)" is determined by the energy
weighted momentum equation,30 which is likely to also be
impacted by turbulent stresses. The calculation of these ad-
ditional stresses will be left for future work. Also, note that
while formally the neoclassical friction vanishes in this
simple limit, we will retain this contribution in order to be
able to compare the strength of the turbulent poloidal stress
versus the neoclassical friction.

III. DERIVATION OF KINETIC ANALOG OF TAYLOR
IDENTITY

As discussed in Sec. II, we will be interested in comput-
ing the poloidal Reynolds stress given by the first term in Eq.
!15". It will be convenient to separate this stress into its
perpendicular and parallel components. For an axisymmetric
system we have $* ·$)=$* ·$+=0, which allows the vec-
tor relation to be straightforwardly derived,

ê+ =
B*

B
êy +

B+

B
b̂ , !16"

such that we may write the poloidal stress as

,+r
!turb" =

B*

B
,yr

!turb" +
B+

B
,(r

!turb", !17"

where the perpendicular !binormal" direction is defined by
êy % b̂# êr. Explicit expressions for turbulent contributions to
the perpendicular and parallel stresses are derived in Appen-
dix A and are shown to be given by

,yr
!turb" = mi

c

B
!!niuy"!Ey , !18a"

,(r
!turb" = mi

c

B
#!!niu("!Ey + !!niuy"!E($ , !18b"

such that the poloidal stress may be written as

,+r
!turb" = mi

c

B3B*

B
!!niuy"!Ey +

B+

B
#!!niu("!Ey

+ !!niuy"!E($4 = mi
c

B3!!niuy"!E+

+
B+

B
!!niu("!Ey4 . !19"

Similarly, we note that the toroidal stress can also be seen to
be composed of both parallel and perpendicular stresses, i.e.,

,*r
!turb" = mi

c

B3B*

B
#!!niu("!Ey + !!niuy"!E($

!
B+

B
!!niuy"!Ey4 . !20"

Before proceeding further, it is useful to discuss the
physical origin of the stresses contained in Eqs. !18a" and
!18b". The perpendicular stress as well as the first contribu-
tion to the parallel stress can be recognized as E#B convec-
tion of perpendicular11,31 and parallel momentum,32–35 re-
spectively. The second contribution to Eq. !18b", in contrast,
can be seen to be necessary in order to ensure the symmetry
of the stress tensor !i.e., ,(r=,r(", and has been shown to be
linked to polarization charge.36,37 It is thus convenient to
refer to this contribution as a parallel polarization stress. In
order to further elucidate the physical origin of the perpen-
dicular and parallel stresses, it is useful to consider the limit
of small amplitude fluctuations. In this limit, a straightfor-
ward calculation allows the perpendicular stress to be written
as

mi
c

B
!!niuy"!Ey = &

k
vgrkyNk,

where Nk%Ek /&k is the wave action density, Ek is the wave
energy density, and vgr is the radial group velocity. Thus
within this simple limit, this contribution can be understood
to correspond to a perpendicular wave stress. Similarly, the
parallel polarization stress #second contribution in Eq. !18b"$
can be shown to be linked to parallel wave stresses, i.e., an
analogous calculation to that above yields

mi
c

B
!!niuy"!E( = &

k
vgrk(Nk,

where we have again assumed the background fluctuations to
be described by small amplitude fluctuations. Thus, both per-
pendicular and parallel wave stresses can be seen to influ-
ence mean flow evolution.

In order to derive a kinetic analog of the Taylor identity
discussed above, it will be useful to consider the quantity
given by

/ % r&
s

qs/ d3v̄!Fs!ê* # $!J0!$"r, !21"

where 'd3v̄%20'd.dv(B(
"020'd.dv(B, B"%B+v(

mic
e $

# b̂, and B(
"% b̂ ·B". Equation !21" may be reduced by a more

involved, but analogous means as that utilized in the deriva-
tion of Eq. !2" above. Namely, it will be convenient to intro-
duce a two-scale analysis whereby the spatial scales are
separated into a set of “fast” variables associated with the
rapidly varying microturbulence, and a set of “slow” vari-
ables associated with the variation of the mean fields. Here
we will denote the fast variables by x! and the slow vari-
ables by X!. This separation allows for spatial derivatives to
be written in the form
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$! ! $!
!0" + 1$!

!1", !22"

where 1,%i /L!, L! is a slow perpendicular length scale
such as a density or temperature gradient, $!

!0" is a derivative
with respect to x!, and $!

!1" corresponds to a derivative with
respect to X!. Similarly, the fields will be ordered as

$ = $!0"!X!" + 1!$!1"!x,X!,t" + 12!$!2"!x,X!,t" + ¯ ,

!23a"

Fs = Fs
!0"!X!" + 1!Fs

!1"!x,X!,t" + 12!Fs
!2"!x,X!,t" + ¯ ,

!23b"

where for simplicity we will assume the microturbulence to
be electrostatic. Also, an average over the fast variables may
be defined such that !)!x ,X! , t"=0, but functions of only
slow variables are left unaltered, i.e., )!X! , t"=)!X! , t".
Furthermore, averages over the fast scales annihilate deriva-
tives of fast variables as well as derivatives in the poloidal
direction, but commute with slow derivatives in the radial
direction, i.e., $!

!0"!¯ "=" /"+!¯ "=0, but êr ·$!
!1"!¯ "

= êr ·$!
!1"!¯ ".

Before proceeding further it is convenient to note some
properties of the operator J0!2" since this quantity will ap-
pear frequently throughout the remainder of this section.
This operator may be defined via its series representation,
i.e.,

J0!2" = &
m=0

3 !1/4"m

m!4!m + 1"
+%!$!+2m. !24"

Separating the perpendicular derivative into a fast and slow
component, Eq. !24" can be written in the long wavelength
limit as

J0
!0"!2" 0 1 + 1

4%!
2 $!

!0"2
, !25a"

J0
!1"!2" 0 1

4%!
2 !$!

!1" · $!
!0" + $!

!0" · $!
!1"" . !25b"

Noting these definitions it is straightforward to show that

!fJ0
!0"!2"!g = !gJ0

!0"!2"!f , !26"

whereas an analogous relation for J0
!1" cannot be derived

without the introduction of surface terms.
A mildly simplified, but convenient form of the

quasineutrality relation can be written in gyrocenter coordi-
nates as38,39

$! · )n0mi
c2

B2$!!$* = ! &
s

qs/ d3v̄J0!2"!Fs. !27"

Here we have taken the electron Debye length to zero, and
for consistency we consider the long wavelength limit k!%i
(1, so that terms of order O!k!

4 %i
4" may be neglected. It will

be useful to utilize the multiscale framework described
above in order to expand Eq. !21" order by order in 1. To
lowest order, Eqs. !21" and !27" can be written as

/!2" = r&
s

qs/ d3v̄!Fs
!1"!ê* # $!

!0"J0
!0"!$!1""r =

! &
s

qs/ d3v̄!Fs
!1"J0

!0""
!0"!$!1"

"+!0" , !28a"

n0mi
c2

B2$!
!0"2

!$!1" = ! &
s

qs/ d3v̄J0
!0"!Fs

!1". !28b"

Utilizing Eq. !26", and substituting Eq. !28b" into Eq. !28a"
yields

/!2" = n0mi
c2

B2$!
!0"2

!$!1" "!0"

"+!0"!$!1"

= !
1
2

n0mi
c2

B2

"!0"

"+!0" +$!
!0"!$!1"+2 = 0, !29"

where we have used B=B!r" and n0=n0!r", a result of the
simplified geometry being utilized possessing translational
symmetry in the poloidal direction.

To next order in 1, Eq. !21" can be written as

/!3" = ! &
s

qs/ d3v̄!Fs
!1" "!0"

"+!0"J0
!0"!$!2"

! &
s

qs/ d3v̄!Fs
!1" "!0"

"+!0"J0
!1"!$!1"

! &
s

qs/ d3v̄!Fs
!1" "!1"

"+!1"J0
!0"!$!1"

! &
s

qs/ d3v̄!Fs
!2" "!0"

"+!0"J0
!0"!$!1". !30"

The third term in Eq. !30" can be shown to vanish identically,
i.e.,

! &
s

qs/ d3v̄!Fs
!1" "!1"

"+!1"J0
!0"!$!1"

= n0mi
c2

B2$!
!0"2

!$!1" "!1"

"+!1"!$!1"

= !
1
2

n0mi
c2

B2

"!1"

"+!1" +$!
!0"!$!1"+2 = 0,

where we have used Eqs. !26" and !28b". After rearranging
the remaining terms, and again using Eqs. !26" and !28b",
Eq. !30" can be written as

/!3" = ! !qeff
!2" "!0"

"+!0"!$!1" ! &
s

qs/ d3v̄!Fs
!1" "!0"

"+!0"J0
!1"!$!1",

!31a"

where
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!qeff
!2" % &

s
qs/ d3v̄J0

!0"!Fs
!2" + en0%i

2$!
!0"2 e!$!2"

T!i
. !31b"

Utilizing the definition given by Eq. !31b", after some manipulation, the gyrokinetic Poisson equation #Eq. !27"$ can be written
to second order as

!qeff
!2" = ! $!

!1" · 5n0mi
c2

B2$!
!0"!$!1" +

1
4&

s
qs/ d3v̄%!

2 $!
!0"!Fs

!1"6 ! $!
!0" · 5n0mi

c2

B2$!
!1"!$!1" +

1
4&

s
qs/ d3v̄%!

2 $!
!1"!Fs

!1"6 .

!32"

The first term in brackets can be recognized as the E#B velocity, whereas the second term corresponds to one half of the
diamagnetic velocity. Substituting Eq. !32" into Eq. !31a" and combining terms yields

/ 0
1
r

"

"r
r2)n0mi

c

B
!Er ! &

s
sgn!qs"ms/ d3v̄

.B

&cs

"!Fs

"r * c

B
!E+, !33"

where we have dropped all superscripts in order to simplify
the notation. The first term in parenthesis in Eq. !33" can be
easily recognized as the E#B drift, whereas the second term
corresponds to the diamagnetic drift. More explicitly, from
Appendix B the ion perpendicular flow velocity can be writ-
ten in gyrocenter coordinates as

!!niuy" =
1

&ci
/ d3v̄.B#J0!2" + J2!2"$

"!Fi

"r

! n0
v!thi

2

&ci
#41!b" ! 40!b"$

"

"r
) e!$

T!i
* . !34"

In the long wavelength limit this expression can be written as

!!niuy" =
1

&ci
/ d3v̄.B

"!Fi

"r
! n0

c

B
!Er. !35"

Thus, consistent with the approximations made above !i.e.,
long wavelength limit and me /mi!0", we may rewrite Eq.
!33" in the form

/

r
% &

s
qs/ d3v̄!Fs!ê* # $!J0!$"r

0 !
1
r2

"

"r
5r2mi

c

B
!!niuy"!E+6 . !36"

Equation !36" provides a kinetic analog of the Taylor identity
given by Eq. !2". We note that during the derivation of Eq.
!36" we have made explicit use of both the poloidal symme-
try of the system as well as the mathematical structure of the
polarization charge, i.e., the left-hand side !LHS" of Eq. !27"
can be written in the form %pol=$ ·P. The former of these
properties is exactly satisfied within the cylindrical geometry
utilized, and should be satisfied up to ballooning corrections
for a tokamak plasma. The latter property is common to nu-
merous gyrokinetic formulations !see Ref. 40". Hence, while
the derivation of Eq. !36" was performed in a rather narrow
limit, analogous relations are likely present within a diverse
set of systems. As a specific example, a derivation of a rela-
tion analogous to Eq. !36" is performed in Appendix B in a

homogeneous slab geometry incorporating full finite Larmor
radius corrections.

IV. POTENTIAL VORTICITY FLUX

Within this section we focus on the evaluation of the
gyrocenter flux in both the fluid and kinetic limits. In the
former case, we will utilize a fairly simplified model in order
to more easily identify parallels between particle and parallel
momentum transport, as well as exploit familiar fluid con-
cepts such as potential vorticity. For the latter case, which is
likely appropriate for the description of low collisionality
plasmas near marginality, we will implement a more compre-
hensive model to facilitate comparison with simulation and
experiment. In both cases self-consistency will be enforced
via the quasineutrality relation.

A. Fluid limit

In the previous section the poloidal stress divergence
was linked to the flux of gyrocenter charge. Here we will be
interested in evaluating this flux via quasilinear theory. Uti-
lizing Eq. !19", Eq. !36" can be rewritten in terms of the
turbulent poloidal stress as

&
s

qs/ d3v̄!Fs!ê* # $!J0!$"r

= !
1
r2

"

"r
r2),+r

!turb" ! mi
c

B

B+

B
!!niu("!Ey* . !37"

Substituting Eq. !37" into Eq. !15" yields an expression for
the poloidal velocity,

! &
s

qs/ d3v̄!Fs!b̂ # $!J0!$"r + nimi.ii
!neo"!u+ ! u+

neo"

= 0. !38"

Here we have taken B+ /B51 such that we may approximate
ê*0 b̂ and we have neglected the second term on the RHS of
Eq. !37". After separating the ion gyrocenter and particle
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fluxes and Fourier transforming the former, Eq. !38" can be
written as

nimi.ii
!neo"!u+ ! u+

neo"

= ! ie&
k
/ d3v̄!b̂ # k!"rJ0!$!k!Fi,k

! e!b̂ # $!!$"r!ne. !39"

The gyrocenter flux can be approximated by the use of the
linearized gyrokinetic equation given by39

"!Fi

"t
+ Ẋ!0" · $!Fi + V̇(

!0""!Fi

"v(

= ! Ẋ!1" · $F̄i ! V̇(
!1""F̄i

"v(

+ C#!Fi$ , !40a"

where we have defined

Ẋ = v(

B"

B(
" +

mic

eB(
" b̂ # 5 e

mi
$ !-!$.6 + $̄" + . $ B6 , !40b"

V̇( = !
B"

B(
" · 5 e

mi
$ !-!$.6 + $̄" + . $ B6 , !40c"

with

B" % B + v(

mic

e
$ # b̂ . !40d"

Here B(
"% b̂ ·B" and the gyroangle average is defined by

-¯ .6%!20"!17d6!¯ ". Operating on Eq. !40a" with
20'd.dv(B(

" yields

"!Ni

"t
+

B

&ci
!$ # b̂" · $!)20/ d.dv(Bv(

2!Fi

B
*

+
B2

&ci
!b̂ # $! ln B" · $!)20/ d.dv(B.B

!Fi

B2 *
+ 20

mic

e
/ d.dv(.!Fi!$ # b̂" · $B

= c!b̂ # $!!$" · $!)20/ d.dv(B
F̄i

B
*

+ c!b̂ # $!$̄" · $!)20/ d.dv(B
!Fi

B
*

! c!$ # b̂" · $!$)20/ d.dv(B
F̄i

B
* + D$!

2 !Ni,

!41"

where

Ni % 20/ d.dv(B(
"Fi 0 20/ d.dv(BFi

is the gyrocenter density, for simplicity we have taken b̂ ·$
!0 and assumed the long wavelength limit such that J0!2"
01. Also, for convenience we have assumed that the colli-
sional transport can be modeled as diffusive, i.e., we have

taken 'd3v̄C#!Fi$=D$!
2 !Ni, where D is a collisional diffu-

sion coefficient which is taken to be a constant. For 751,
the fourth term on the left hand side of Eq. !41" can be
written as

20
mic

e
/ d.dv(!Fi!$ # b̂" · $B

0 20
mic

e
/ d.dv(!Fi!b̂ # $! ln B" · $B = 0, !42"

where we have noted that $# b̂0 b̂#$! ln B for low-7
plasmas. Neglecting this contribution, Eq. !41" can be writ-
ten as

"!Ni

"t
+

$ # b̂

mi&ci
· $!P(i +

b̂ # $! ln B

mi&ci
· $!!P!i

= c!b̂ # $!!$" · $!)Ni

B
* + c!b̂ # $!$̄" · $!)!Ni

B
*

! c!$ # b̂" · $!$)Ni

B
* + D$!

2 !Ni, !43"

where

P(i % 20mi/ d.dv(B(
"!v( ! U("2Fi

0 20mi/ d.dv(B!v( ! U("2Fi,

P!i % 20mi/ d.dv(B(
".BFi 0 20mi/ d.dv(B.BFi,

NiU( % 20/ d.dv(B(
"v(Fi 0 20/ d.dv(Bv(Fi,

and we have made the approximation

20/ d.dv(B!v( ! U("2!Fi

= 20/ d.dv(B!Fi#!v( ! U("2 + 2U(v( ! U(
2$

=
!P(i

mi
+ 2U(!!NiU(" ! U(

2!Ni 0
!P(i

mi
!44"

valid for low Mach number flows. Equation !43" can be re-
written in the suggestive form given by

"

"t
)!Ni

B2 * = !u!
EB · $!)Ni

B2* + u!
EB · $!)!Ni

B2 *
! ) b̂ # $! ln B

mi&ciB
2 * · $!!!P(i + !P!i"

+ D$!
2 )!Ni

B2 * , !45"

where we have temporarily assumed the grad-B drift to be
equivalent to the curvature drift. Equation !45" bears a close
resemblance to Eq. !3" with the magnetically weighted gyro-
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center density acting as the effective potential vorticity of the
system, and the driving terms replaced by grad-B induced
coupling to pressure fluctuations. In physical coordinates the
ion gyrocenter density can be approximated as

Ni

B2 0
n0

B2 +
1
B2$! · )min0

c2

eB2 Ē!*
!

1
2

1
B2$! · !n0%i

2$! ln Pi" + ¯ .

Note that the first two terms in the above expression corre-
spond to the !magnetically weighted" density minus the vor-
ticity, reminiscent of expressions for potential vorticity
within reduced fluid models usch as the Hasegawa-Wakatani
equation. The remaining terms result from Ti /Te%0, and
thus this quantity can thus be recognized as providing a natu-
ral generization of potential vorticity to the gyrokinetic for-
mulation. In the following, we will exploit this analogy and
refer to the ion cyrocenter density as an effective potential
vorticity. It is hoped that this analogy will help further physi-
cal connections between highly idealized fluid models and
the somewhat technical gyrokinetic equations.

Decomposing the pressure fluctuations as !Pi=!!NiTi"
0!NiTi+ N̄i!Ti, and Fourier transforming, allows Eq. !43" to
be written as

!Ni,k = !8k + i"k"!13c5!b̂ # k!" · $) N̄i

B
*

+ !$ # b̂" · k!) N̄i

B
*6!$k

+
c

eB
N̄i#!$ # b̂" · k!T(i,k

+ !b̂ # $! ln B" · k!T!i,k$4 , !46"

where we have defined "k%Dk!
2 , 8k%&k!&d9!&d$B,

&d9 %
T(i

mi&ci
!$ # b̂" · k , !47a"

&d$B %
T!i

mi&ci
!b̂ # $! ln B" · k , !47b"

and the Doppler shift induced by the mean E#B flow has
been absorbed into &k. Substituting Eq. !46" into Eq. !39"
yields

nimi.ii
!neo"!u+ ! u+

neo" = mi&ci!4N ! 4n" , !48a"

where 4n is the particle flux, and the gyrocenter flux has been
approximated by

4N = ! cs
2%s

2B Re &
k

i!b̂ # k!"r

8k + i"k
8 e!$k

Te
82

#5!b̂ # k!" · $) N̄i

B
* + !$ # b̂" · k!) N̄i

B
*6

! N̄ics
2%s

2 Re &
k

i!b̂ # k!"r

8k + i"k

#5!$ # b̂" · k
e!$!k

Te

!T(i,k

Te

+ !b̂ # $! ln B" · k!

e!$!k

Te

!T!i,k

Te
6 . !48b"

It is useful to discuss Eq. !48b" in a number of limits. First
considering the simple limit of B=const and Ti /Te!0. In
this limit, Ni= n̄i!$! · #min̄i!c2 /eB2"$!$̄$, such that Eq.
!48b" can be written as

4N = ! DPV
"

"r
5n̄i ! $! · )min̄i

c2

eB2$!$̄*6 , !49"

where

DPV % cs
2%s

2 Re &
k

i

8k + i"k
!b̂ # k!"r

28 e!$k

Te
82

.

Thus, in this simple limit the gyrocenter flux can be seen to
correspond to the diffusive flux of potential vorticity, which
in this idealized limit is given by n̄i!$! · #min̄ic2 /
!eB2"$!$̄$.

If we now consider a magnetic field of the form B
=B!r", but assume Ti /Te!0, Eq. !48b" can be reduced to

4N = ! cs
2%s

2B Re &
k

i!b̂ # k!"r

8k + i"k
8 e!$k

Te
82

#5!b̂ # k!" · $) N̄i

B
* + !$ # b̂" · k!) N̄i

B
*6 . !50"

Hence, inhomogeneities in the equilibrium magnetic field
can be seen to drive nondiffusive contributions to the PV
flux. For the specific case of a straight magnetic field de-
scribed by B=B!r"ẑ, such that the second term in brackets in
Eq. !50" vanishes, Eq. !50" can be written as

4N = ! DPVB
"

"r
) N̄i

B
* . !51"

Thus, the diffused quantity for this system can be identified
as the potential vorticity weighted by the magnetic field. For
the more general case of a curved magnetic field, but with
751 such that the curvature and grad-B drifts are approxi-
mately equal, Eq. !48b" can be written as

4N = ! DPVB2 "

"r
) N̄i

B2* . !52"

For this more general case, deviations from neoclassical rates
of rotation are now linked to the mean PV weighted by B2.
Hence, in analogy with particle and toroidal momentum
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transport, a TEP contribution is also present in the PV flux.
As noted by Refs. 33 and 41–46 TEP contributions arise as a
consequence of the compressibility of the E#B drift motion
and are hence anticipated to be a robust component of the
particle, parallel momentum, or in this case, PV flux. The
specific power of the magnetic field present within the TEP
pinch is not universal !as noted above", but is often deter-
mined by the relation $! · !B6!uEB"=0. For a straight mag-
netic field it is easy to see that 6 should be chosen to be
unity, whereas for low-7 tokamak plasmas 6=2 is often a
good approximation.

Finally, in the limit of finite Ti /Te, but assuming isotro-
pic temperature fluctuations for simplicity, Eq. !48a" can be
written as !also assuming a low-7 curved magnetic field to-
pology"

u+ = u+
neo !

&ci

.ii
!neo"5DPV

B2

n0

"

"r
) N̄i

B2* + VPV
th N̄i

n0
+

4n

n0
6 ,

!53a"

VPV
th % ! 2 Re &

k

i&d$B

8k + i"k
!ur,!k

!EB"!Ti,k

Ti
, !53b"

where the second term in brackets will be referred to as a
thermoelectric contribution. Written in this form it is clear
that deviations from neoclassical rotation can be linked to
diffusion of the magnetically weighted PV, thermoelectric
pinch of PV, or particle fluxes. In order to investigate the
contribution from the thermoelectric pinch it is useful to con-
sider a linear expression for isotropic temperature perturba-
tions given by

!Ti,k

Ti
= #&k ! !14/3"&d$B + i"k$!135! &Ti

"

+
4
3

&d$B6 e!$k

Ti
+

4
3

&d$B
!Ni,k

n0
4 , !54"

where

&Ti
" % vthi%i!b̂ # $! ln Ti" · k , !55a"

&Ni
" % vthi%i!b̂ # $! ln Ni" · k . !55b"

Substituting Eq. !54" into Eq. !53b" yields

VPV
th = ! 2 Re &

k

i&d$B
2

&k ! 2&d$B + i"k
·

!ur,!k
!EB"

&k ! !14/3"&d$B + i"k

# 34
3

!Ni,k

n0
+ )4

3
!

&Ti
"

&d$B
* e!$k

Ti
4 . !56"

The gyrocenter density can be written in physical variables
for the limit of adiabatic electrons as

!Ni,k 0 !nk + n0%s
2k!

2 e!$k

Te
= n0!1 + %s

2k!
2 "

e!$k

Te
, !57"

such that Eq. !56" can be written as

VPV
th = ! 2 Re &

k

i&d$B
2

&k ! 2&d$B + i"k

·
!ur,!k

!EB"

&k ! !14/3"&d$B + i"k

e!$k

Te

# 54
3

!1 + - + %s
2k!

2 " ! -
&Ti

"

&d$B
6 . !58"

Equation !53a", along with Eq. !58", provides an explicit
expression for the quasilinear estimate of the poloidal plasma
rotation. Our primary motivation up to this point has been to
emphasize the physical origin of the various components of
the PV flux. In order to derive a more compact expression for
the poloidal rotation it is useful to utilize the linear disper-
sion relation for the above system, i.e.,

Dk,& = 1 + k!
2 %s

2 + -) &Ni
" ! 2&d$B

& ! 2&d$B + i"k
*

!
2-&d$B

2

!& ! 2&d$B + i"k"!& ! 14
3 &d$B + i"k"

#3!
&Ti

"

&d$B
+ 4

3 #1 + -!1!1 + k!
2 %s

2"$4 . !59"

From inspection of Eqs. !53a", !58", and !59", also noting the
definitions given by Eqs. !47b" and !55", it is apparent that
the poloidal flow can be written in the compact form given
by !assuming adiabatic electrons"

u+ = u+
!neo" +

cs
2

.ii
!neo"&

k
ky Im Dk,&k

8 e!$k

Te
82

. !60"

Thus, at stationarity the turbulent stress exerted on the poloi-
dal flow is linked to the dissipation/growth profile. This re-
sult can be seen to be a direct analog of Eq. !6" above.

B. Kinetic limit

Within this subsection we focus on the case of turbu-
lence near marginality for low collisionality regimes, i.e.,
"k!0. Within this regime the PV flux will take on a highly
resonant character in contrast to the fluid limit considered
above. While in Sec. IV A it was convenient to work in the
idealized limit of k( =0, Ti /Te51, and adiabatic electrons,
here we will relax these constraints such that a more general
result may be derived. Rather than working with the total
gyrocenter phase space perturbation !Fi, it will be conve-
nient to separate !Fi into adiabatic and nonadiabatic pieces,
i.e.,

!Fi,k = ! J0
e!$k

Ti
Fi + !Gi,k. !61"

With this definition Eq. !40" can be written as

!&k ! v(k( ! &D"!Gi,k = !&k ! &""FiJ0
e!$k

Ti
, !62a"

where
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&D %
v(

2

&ci
!$ # b̂" · k +

.B

&ci
!b̂ # $ ln B" · k!, !62b"

&" % ! vthi%i51 + )v(
2/2 + .B

vthi
2 !

3
2
*:i6!b̂

# k!" · $ ln N̄i. !62c"

Utilizing Eq. !62a", the gyrocenter flux may be estimated as

4N ! 4n = vthi%i Re &
k

iky/ d3v̄J0
2Fi) &k ! &"

&k ! v(k( ! &D
*

#8 e!$k

Ti
82

! vthi%i Re &
k

iky
e!$!k

Ti
!nk

NA. !63"

In the resonant limit considered here, Eq. !63" can be written
as

4N ! 4n = 0vthi%i&
k

ky8 e!$k

Ti
82/ d3v̄J0

2Fi!!&k ! v(k(

! &D"!& ! &""

+ vthi%i
Ti

e &
k

ky8 e!$k

Ti
82

Im)!nk
NA

!$k
* . !64"

While this flux may be evaluated directly via the use of ap-
proximations such as the $B model,47,48 it is useful to utilize
the plasma dispersion relation directly. For the limit consid-
ered here !k!

2 %i
2(1", the plasma dispersion relation may be

written as

Dk,& = 1 + k!
2 %s

2 + -40 !
-

Ni
/ d3v̄J0

2Fi) & ! &"

& ! v(k( ! &D
*

+
Te

eNi

!nk,&
NA

!$k,&
, !65"

where 40% I0!k!
2 %i

2"e!k!
2 %i

2
and I0 is a modified Bessel func-

tion. Note that while both toroidal and acoustic ion tempera-
ture gradient instabilities are contained within Eq. !65",49,50

for simplicity we have assumed the mean parallel velocity to
be zero such that the parallel velocity shear instability51,52 is
not present. The imaginary component can be written in the
form

Im Dk,& = 0
-

Ni
/ d3v̄J0

2Fi!!& ! v(k( ! &D"!& ! &""

+
Te

eNi
Im) !nk,&

NA

!$k,&
* . !66"

Utilizing Eq. !66", Eq. !64" may be written in the compact
form given by

4N ! 4n = -!1vthi%iNi&
k

ky Im Dk,&k
8 e!$k

Ti
82

= ! -!1vthi%iNi&
k

;kky8 "Dk,&

"&
8

&k

8 e!$k

Ti
82

= !
2

mi&ci
&

k
;kky

Ek

&k
, !67"

where we have used

;k = 8! Im Dk,&

"Dk,&/"&
8

&k

,

and noted the definition

Ek =
1
2

NiTe&k8 "Dk,&

"&
8

&k

8 e!$k

Te
82

.

An expression for the poloidal mean flow may be derived at
stationarity by substituting Eq. !67" into Eq. !48a", yielding

u+ = u+
neo ! 2

1
nimi

1

.ii
!neo"&

k
;kky

Ek

&k
. !68"

Equation !68" can be seen to have a similar structure to Eq.
!6" above. Here, the generation of poloidal flow is again
linked to both the sign of the underlying wave momentum as
well as the local stability profile. Note that while we have
neglected both collisions and nonlinearity within the wave
dynamics, the overlap of wave-particle resonances provides
the requisite means of irreversible momentum transport.

V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In this analysis, turbulence driven deviations from poloi-
dal rotation have been discussed within the context of a
population of small amplitude waves in the limit of an axi-
symmetric large aspect ratio plasma. The primary results of
this analysis are as follows:

!a" A kinetic analog of a Taylor identity has been derived
in the small inverse aspect ratio limit for the long
wavelength limit !Sec. III", and in slab geometry for
general k!

2 %i
2 !Appendix B".

!b" The flux of potential vorticity has been evaluated via
quasilinear theory, revealing diffusive, TEP, and ther-
moelectric contributions.

!c" At stationarity, deviations from neoclassical predictions
of poloidal rotation have been shown to be linked to
regions of emission and absorption of wave momen-
tum, and hence are closely linked to the stability profile
of the underlying fluctuations.

It is useful at this point to discuss the relation of items
!a"–!c" to existing results within the fluid and plasma litera-
ture. Considering !a" first, it is useful to recall the explicit
form of the fluid Taylor identity given by Eq. !2" above !in
dimensional units",
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!1 ! %s
2$!

2 "
e!$

Te

c

B
!b̂ # $!!$"x

= !
1

&ci

c2

B2$!
2 !$!b̂ # $!!$"x.

After an integration by parts this expression can be written as

c2

B2$!
2 !$!b̂ # $!!$"x =

"

"x
!ux

!EB"!uy
!EB", !69"

where we have assumed a simplified slab geometry and
taken B=const. We now consider the slab analog of Eq. !36"
above, which can be written as !see Appendix B"

&
s

qs/ d3v̄!Fs!b̂ # $!J0!$"x = !
"

"x
5mi

c

B
!!niuy"!Ey6 ,

!70a"

where in the long wavelength limit the gyrocenter density is
constrained by !for B=const"

mi
c2

B2$! · !n0$!!$" = ! &
s

qs/ d3v̄J0!Fs. !70b"

Comparing the form of Eq. !69" with Eq. !70" it is clear that
these relations have a similar structure. Namely, the LHS of
Eq. !70a" describes the radial mixing of gyrocenter density,
which is in turn constrained by the plasma polarization den-
sity !vorticity" through Eq. !70b". While for simple limits
such as Ti /Te!0, such that J0!1, Eqs. !70a" and !70b"
reduce to Eq. !69", the turbulent stress on the RHS of Eq.
!70a" includes the total perpendicular velocity !i.e., diamag-
netic and finite Larmor radius corrections in addition to the
E#B velocity". Hence, Eq. !70a" can be seen as a natural
extension of a Taylor identity to a kinetic description of a
strongly magnetized plasma.

Similarly, it is instructive to compare the results derived
in Ref. 11 !referred to hereafter as DK91" with Eq. !70a".
DK91 describes the generation of mean poloidal flow via a
quasilinear calculation of the radial current. More explicitly,
the radial current can be linked to the mean poloidal flow via
the momentum equation given by their Eq. !15" !rewritten
here at stationarity using the notation of this analysis",

.ii
!neo"nimi!u+ ! u+

!neo"" = !
JxB*

c
, !71"

where the radial current is defined as

Jx % e!!ni ! !ne"!ux
!EB".

After exploiting the Poynting theorem for the poloidal wave
momentum, this expression is linked to the divergence of the
wave stress, namely,

JxB*

c
=

"

"x&
k

vgrky
Ek

&k
. !72"

If we now consider Eq. !70a", this expression can be rewrit-
ten in a more suggestive form as

&
s

qs/ d3v̄!Fs!b̂ # $!J0!$"x

=
eB

c
!!N̂i ! !ne"!ux

!EB"

= !
"

"x
5mi

c

B
!!niuy"!Ey6 , !73"

where !N̂i%'d3v̄!FiJ0 and we note that !N̂i is an operator. If
we define a mean radial current as

Jx
!pol" % ! e!!N̂i ! !ne"!ux

!EB",

this allows Eq. !73" to be rewritten in the compact form,

Jx
!pol"B

c
=

"

"x
5mi

c

B
!!niuy"!Ey6 . !74"

Here the minus sign in the definition of Jx
!pol" is due to this

current corresponding to a flux of polarization charge. Using
this relation, the poloidal momentum equation can be written
in the form

.ii
!neo"nimi!u+ ! u+

!neo"" = !
Jx

!pol"B

c
, !75"

consistent with Eq. !71". Note that while the relation between
the mean radial current and wave stress given in DK91 #our
Eq. !72"$ was derived in a highly simplified limit !i.e., as-
suming small amplitude fluctuations, neglecting diamagnetic
terms as well as finite Larmor radius corrections", Eq. !74"
applies to a much more general set of plasma phenomena
!see Appendix B". Hence, while DK91 utilized a highly ide-
alized model of drift wave turbulence, it is clear that their
analysis is likely relevant to a wider range of parameter re-
gimes than a strict interpretation of the original derivation
would imply.

It is useful at this point to compare the previous results
derived within the context of parallel momentum transport to
the results discussed here. Reference 36 utilized an analysis
similar to that discussed in Sec. III in order to derive the
expression

&
s

qs/ d3v̄!Fsb̂ · $J0!$

0!
"

"x)n0mi
c

B
!Ex !&

s
sgn!qs"ms/ d3v̄

.B

&cs

"!Fs

"x * c

B
!E( ,

!76"

where for simplicity we again consider slab geometry. We
note that this expression was derived in the long wavelength
limit, hence we can again utilize the long wavelength expres-
sion for perpendicular momentum given by Eq. !35". Equa-
tion !76" can then be written in the compact form given by

&
s

qs/ d3v̄!Fsb̂ · $J0!$ 0
"

"x
5mi

c

B
!!niuy"!E(6 . !77"

Equation !77" has a closely analogous form to Eq. !70a", and
it is thus convenient to refer to this relation as a parallel
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analog of a Taylor identity. The presence of this additional
constraint can be seen to follow as a result of the presence of
two directions of translational symmetry !i.e., the parallel
and zonal directions" being present within the simplified ge-
ometry utilized above. This is in contrast to the single sym-
metry direction present within many familiar examples from
geophysical fluid dynamics. While no small amplitude as-
sumption was utilized in the derivation of Eqs. !77" and
!70a", for the limit of small amplitude waves the right hand
sides of Eqs. !77" and !70a" correspond to parallel and per-
pendicular wave stresses !see the discussion at the beginning
of Sec. III". Hence, the above relations can be seen to link
the perpendicular and parallel wave stresses to the mixing of
a 4D gyrocenter fluid in real and velocity space, respectively.

With regard to !b", the presence of a Taylor identity for a
strongly magnetized plasma allows the perpendicular stress
divergence to be explicitly linked to the flux of the gyro-
center density. Heuristically, as noted above, the gyrocenter
density can be seen to correspond to a generalization of the
concept of potential vorticity to a variety of models of
plasma turbulence. Thus, the turbulent stress exerted on the
mean flow can be seen to be closely linked to the transport of
potential vorticity. While the link between the transport of
potential vorticity and perpendicular stress divergence has
long been appreciated within the geophysical literature !see
Ref. 53 and references therein", the extension of this concept
to a strongly magnetized plasma is, however, relatively un-
explored !see Ref. 20". A surprising result of the quasilinear
analysis employed above is that the presence of an inhomo-
geneous magnetic field provides a possible means of trans-
porting the effective potential vorticity of the system up the
mean gradient via the thermoelectric pinch of potential vor-
ticity. In order to better understand the origin of this potential
up-gradient transport, it is useful to compare a simplified
version of the potential vorticity equation in a strongly mag-
netized plasma with its geophysical counterpart. For a geo-
physical fluid, potential vorticity can be conveniently defined
by the relation ,%!& /%" ·$2, where & is the vorticity which
generally includes both relative and planetary components, %
is the density, and 2 is a scalar fluid quantity which satisfies
d2 /dt=0. With these definitions it is straightforward to de-
rive the relation54

d

dt
)&

%
· $2* = $2 · )$% # $P

%3 * , !78"

where P is the fluid pressure and we have neglected all dis-
sipation. Thus, the potential vorticity can be seen to be con-
served for either a baroclinic flow, i.e., $%#$P=0, or for
2=2!% , P" such that $2 is perpendicular to the baroclinic
vector $%#$P. Similarly, following an analogous set of
procedures leading up to the derivation of Eq. !45", but with-
out linearization, the gyrokinetic analog of Eq. !78" can be
written as

d

dt
)Ni

B2* = b̂ · )$Pi # $ ln B

mi&ciB
2 * , !79"

where we have defined d /dt=" /"t+u!
EB ·$ and assumed

b̂ ·$!0, $# b̂0 b̂#$ ln B, J0!1, C#F$!0 as well as an

isotropic temperature for simplicity. Equation !79" can be
seen to have a closely analogous form as Eq. !78" but with
the baroclinic vector replaced by the grad-B drift. As shown
above, the thermoelectric terms in the potential vorticity flux
result from the RHS of Eq. !78" #see Eqs. !43"–!46" above$.
Thus, the up-gradient flux of potential vorticity can be seen
to result from the violation of potential vorticity conserva-
tion.

Considering !c", the enforcement of self-consistency via
the quasineutrality relation provides an explicit link between
the stability profile of the underlying fluctuations and devia-
tions from neoclassical predictions of poloidal rotation. The
underlying physics of this was discussed within the context
of a small amplitude nonacceleration theorem within Sec. I.
However, here it is useful to provide an additional perspec-
tive on this result. As discussed in Sec. I, the sensitivity of
the mean flow to the forcing and dissipation profile can be
understood to follow as a result of the emission and absorp-
tion of wave momentum in regions above and below margin-
ality !respectively". In this context it is natural to consider
whether an analogous result can be obtained via the consid-
eration of a Poynting theorem for wave momentum,11,55,56

i.e.,

"Py
w

"t
+

"

"x&
k

vgrky
Ek

&k
= 2&

k
;kky

Ek

&k
, !80"

where Py
w%&kkyEk /&k. In the limit of stationary waves, we

have

"

"x&
k

vgrky
Ek

&k
= 2&

k
;kky

Ek

&k
, !81"

hence, consistent with elementary considerations, one again
sees a clear correspondence between the divergence of the
wave stress and the emission and absorption of wave mo-
mentum. This close association of turbulent stresses with lo-
cal stability properties suggests that the turbulent generation
of poloidal flows can be seen to be closely correlated with
the evolution of the mean density and temperature profiles.

Of primary interest in the study of poloidal rotation is
understanding the impact of rotational shear on the formation
of internal transport barriers.57,58 In this regard, a description
of possible stable flow profiles should provide insight into
what role poloidal rotation can play in both triggering as well
as sustaining transport barriers. Future work will be oriented
toward the development of a self-consistent transport model
to better understand the types of flow structures which can be
described within the framework of this simple description of
turbulently driven poloidal flows. In particular, special em-
phasis will be placed on the description of poloidal spin-up
near transport barriers.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF EQUATION FOR
STRESS TENSOR

In this section we will be interested in deriving transpar-
ent expressions for the components of the stress tensor !. In
particular we will be interested in distinguishing its neoclas-
sical and turbulent contributions. We begin from the Fokker-
Planck equation given by

" f i

"t
+ v · $f i +

e

mi
)E +

v # B
c

* ·
" f i

"v
= C . !A1"

Taking the moment of Eq. !A1" with mivv yields

"

"t
P!i" + $ · )mi/ d3vf ivvv* + e/ d3vvv

"

"v
· !Ef i"

+
e

c
/ d3vvv!v # B" ·

" f i

"v
= mi/ d3vvvC , !A2"

where P!i"%mi'd3vf ivv. This expression can be greatly sim-
plified. The second term in Eq. !A2" can be expanded as
!noting that after averaging only the radial component enters

mi/ d3vf i!êr · v"vv = mi/ d3vf i#êr · !v ! u"$!v ! u"!v ! u"

+ mi/ d3vf i#êr · !v ! u"$!v ! u"u

+ miu/ d3vf i#êr · !v ! u"$!v ! u"

+ mi!êr · u"/ d3vf i!v ! u"u

+ mi!êr · u"/ d3vf i!v ! u"!v ! u"

+ miu!êr · u"/ d3vf i!v ! u"

+ mini!êr · u"uu . !A3"

Neglecting third order terms in u, approximating
mi'd3vf i!v!u"!v!u"0 Pi!!I! b̂b̂"+ Pi(b̂b̂, mi'd3vf i#êr · !v
!u"$!v!u"0 êrPi!, and neglecting third order moments of
!v!u" yields

mi/ d3vf i!êr · v"vv = !êr · u"#Pi!!I ! b̂b̂" + Pi(b̂b̂$

+ !uêr + êru"Pi!. !A4"

Similarly, the third and fourth terms in Eq. !A2" can be sim-
plified as

! eniEu ! eniuE !
e

c
/ d3vf i9!v! # B"v + v!v! # B": .

!A5"

From Eqs. !A4" and !A5", Eq. !A2" can be written !after
averaging"

"P!i"

"t
+ S + T ! eEniu ! eniuE

!
e

c
/ d3vf i9!v! # B"v + v!v! # B": = C , !A6"

where !in cylindrical coordinates"

S %
1
r

"

"r
rur#Pi!!I ! b̂b̂" + Pi(b̂b̂$ , !A7a"

T %
1
r

"

"r
rPi!!uêr + êru" , !A7b"

C % mi/ d3uvvC . !A7c"

Operating on Eq. !A6" with êyêy and averaging yields

&ci,ry
!i" = e!Ey!!niuy" !

1
2
5 "

"t
Pyy

!i" + Tyy + Syy ! Cyy6 .

!A8a"

Similarly, for êrêr we have

&ci,ry
!i" = ! e!Er!!niur" +

1
2
5 "

"t
Prr

!i" + Trr + Srr ! Crr6 .

!A8b"

These expressions may be simplified by noting

Prr
!i" 0 Pyy

!i" 0 mi/ d3vf ivy
2 0 P̄i!,

and Srr=Syy, such that summing Eqs. !A8a" and !A8b" yields

&ci,ry
!i" = 1

2e#!Ey!!niuy" ! !Er!!niur"$

+ 1
4 #Trr ! Tyy + Cyy ! Crr$ . !A9"

In order to further simplify Eq. !A8b", it is useful to note that
Tyy =0, and in the long wavelength limit it is straightforward
to derive the relation:

e!Ey!!niuy" = ! e!Er!!niur" + 1
2Trr, !A10"

where we have estimated !!niur" by the relation

!!niur" = n0!ur 0 !
1

mi&ci

"!Pi!

"y
+ n0

c

B
!Ey ,

and noted ur=0. Making these approximations, Eq. !A9" can
be written as

&ci,ry
!i" = e!Ey!!niuy" +

1
4

#Cyy ! Crr$ . !A11"
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Similarly, in order to derive an expression for the paral-
lel stress it is useful to operate on Eq. !A6" with êyê(,

&ci,r(
!i" = e9!E(!!niuy" + !Ey!!niu(":

! 5 "

"t
,y(

!i" + Ty( + Sy( ! Cy(6 . !A12"

Noting the inequality ",y(
!i" /"t5&ci,r(

!i", and that Ty( =Sy(
=0,

Eq. !A12" can be written as

&ci,r(
!i" = e9!E(!!niuy" + !Ey!!niu(": + Cy( . !A13"

Thus, the turbulent contributions to the stress tensor are
given by

,ry
!turb" % mi

c

B
!Ey!!niuy" . !A14a"

,r(
!turb" % mi

c

B
9!E(!!niuy" + !Ey!!niu(": , !A14b"

where we have neglected the superscript i, since in the limit
me /mi!0, only the ions will contribute to the stress tensor.

APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF TAYLOR IDENTITY
FOR SLAB GEOMETRY

1. Transformation of perpendicular momentum to
gyrocenter coordinates

In this subsection the perpendicular momentum given by

niuy =/ d3vvyf i !B1"

will be transformed into gyrocenter coordinates. Following
Ref. 40 closely, we will first transform the particle distribu-
tion function to guiding center coordinates, and then intro-
duce a second transformation to gyrocenter coordinates. The
first transformation can be written as

f i = e!%!·$!f i!, !B2"

where f i! is the guiding center distribution function and we
have defined

%! % ! %!#sin 6êr ! cos 6êy$ , !B3a"

v! % v!#cos 6êr + sin 6êy$ . !B3b"

The gyrocenter distribution function can then be written as

f i! = Fi + 9S1,Fi: , !B4"

where

S1 %
e

mi&ci
/6

d6!$gc ! -$gc.6" , !B5a"

$gc = e%!·$!$ , !B5b"

and the gyrocenter Poisson bracket can be written as

9S1,Fi: =
e

mic
) "S1

"6

"Fi

".
!

"S1

".

"Fi

"6
*

+
B"

B" · )$S1
"Fi

"v(

!
"S1

"v(

$ Fi*
!

cmi

eB" b̂ · !$S1 # $Fi" + ) "S1

"w

"Fi

"t
!

"S1

"t

"F1

"w
* .

!B6"

Defining the quantities

$̃ % $gc ! -$gc.6, !B7a"

< % /6

d6$̃ , !B7b"

Eq. !B4" can be reduced to

9S1,Fi: =
e

miB
$̃

"Fi

".
+

e

mi&ci

"Fi

"v(

B"

B" · $<

!
1

&ci

c

B" b̂ · !$< # $Fi" . !B8"

From Eqs. !B2", !B3b", !B4", and !B8", Eq. !B1" can be
approximated as

niuy = 20/ d.dv(B";2.B1sin 6e!%!·$!

#5Fi +
e

miB
$̃

"Fi

".
+

c

&ciB
"v(

"Fi

"v(

!$ # b̂" · $<

!
c

&ciB
" !b̂ # $<" · $Fi62

6

. !B9"

The third and fourth terms in brackets can be shown to be
higher order in %i /R and %i /Lf, respectively, where Lf

!1%
!d ln Fi /dr. Thus, Eq. !B9" can be written to lowest nonva-
nishing order as

niuy = 20/ d.dv(B";2.B1sin 6e!%!·$!

#5Fi +
e

miB
$̃

"Fi

".
62

6

. !B10"

After evaluating the integral

-sin 6e!%!·$!.6 =
1
2

#J0!k!%!" + J2!k!%!"$%!

"

"r
,

Eq. !B10" can be written as

niuy =
1

&ci
/ d3v̄.B#J0!k!%!" + J2!k!%!"$

"

"r

#5Fi + J0!k!%!"
e$

T!i
Fi6 . !B11"

In the long wavelength limit, the first and second terms in
brackets can be identified as the diamagnetic and E#B com-
ponents of the perpendicular momentum, respectively. This
expression may be further simplified by noting
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/ d..BJ0
2!2"exp)!

1
2
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2

v!thi
2 *

=
v!thi

4

B
40!b"51 ! b)1 !

I1!b"
I0!b"*6 ,

/ d..BJ0!2"J2!2"exp)!
1
2

v!
2

v!thi
2 *

=
v!thi

4

B
40!b"5b ! !1 + b"

I1!b"
I0!b"6 .

Thus for a Maxwellian mean distribution, Eq. !B11" may be
written as

niuy =
1

&ci
/ d3v̄.B#J0!2" + J2!2"$

"Fi

"r

! n0
v!thi

2

&ci
#41!b" ! 40!b"$

"

"r
) e$

T!i
* . !B12"

2. Taylor identity in slab geometry

In this subsection a variant of the Taylor identity dis-
cussed above will be derived in a homogeneous slab geom-
etry including finite Larmor radius corrections. The use of
this idealized geometry will allow for a very general and
transparent derivation of the Taylor identity without necessi-
tating treatment of many of the subtle technical issues that
arise in more complex geometries.

Similar to the derivation in Sec. III, the functions J"!2"
and 4"!b"% I"!b"exp!!b", where 2%k!%! and b%k!

2 %i
2,

will appear frequently. Hence it is convenient to derive some
properties of these functions. The series representation of J0
can be written as

J0!2" = &
m=0

3 !1/4"m

m!4!m + 1"
+%!$!+2m, !B13"

where 4 is a Gamma function, which can be distinguished
from 4" due to its lack of a subscript. Separating the perpen-
dicular wavenumber into a slow and fast piece $!!$!

!0"

+1$!
!1", the lowest order contribution can be written as

J0
!0"!2" = &

m=0

3 !1/4"m

m!4!m + 1"
+%!$!

!0"+2m. !B14"

To next order in 1, J0 can be written as

J0
!1"!2" = ! %!

2 =0#$!
!1" · $!

!0" + $!
!0" · $!

!1"$ , !B15a"

=0 % &
m=0

3
m2!2m

m!4!m + 1"
+%!$!

!0"+2!m!1". !B15b"

The former expression can be written in a more transparent
form by noting

&
m=0

3
m2!2m

m!4!m + 1"
+%!$!

!0"+2!m!1" = !
1
4

#J0
!0"!2" + J2

!0"!2"$ ,

where J2
!0" is defined analogously to J0

!0". Thus, Eq. !B15" can
be written as

J0
!1"!2" =

1
4

%!
2 #J0

!0"!2" + J2
!0"!2"$#$!

!1" · $!
!0" + $!

!0" · $!
!1"$ .

!B16"

Similarly, 40 can be expanded,

40
!0"!b" = &

m=0

3

&
n=0

3
2!2m

m!n!4!m + 1"
+%i$!

!0"+2!2m+n". !B17"

To next order in 1,

40
!1"!b" = ! >0%i

2#$!
!1" · $!

!0" + $!
!0" · $!

!1"$ , !B18a"

>0 = ! &
m=0

3

&
n=0

3 !2m + n"2!2m

m!n!4!m + 1"
+%i$!

!0"+2!2m+n!1". !B18b"

This expression can be simplified by noting

! &
m=0

3

&
n=0

3 !2m + n"2!2m

m!n!4!m + 1"
+%i$!

!0"+2!2m+n!1"

= 41
!0"!b" ! 40

!0"!b" ,

such that Eq. !B18" can be written as

40
!1"!b" = ! %i

2#41
!0"!b" ! 40

!0"!b"$#$!
!1" · $!

!0" + $!
!0" · $!

!1"$ .

!B19"

Utilizing these definitions, it is straightforward to derive
some elementary properties of these operators. Namely for
J2"

!0", where "%0,1 ,2 , . . ., it is easy to show that

!fJ2"
!0"!2"!g = !gJ2"

!0"!2"!f , !B20"

i.e., the operation involves an even number of integration by
parts and the surface terms vanish. Similarly, an analogous
relation can be derived for 4"

!0", i.e.,

!f4"
!0"!b"!g = !g4"

!0"!b"!f . !B21"

Note that analogous relations can not be derived for J2"
!1" and

4"
!1" due to the presence of surface terms.

The linearized quasineutrality relation can be expressed
in gyrocenter coordinates as38,39

n0
e2

T!i
#1 ! 40!b"$!$ + %i

2 e2

T!i
$!n0 · $!#41!b"

! 40!b"$!$ = &
s

qs/ d3v̄J0!2"!Fs, !B22"

where we have assumed the Debye length to be negligible
compared to k! and have neglected nonlinearities. To lowest
order in 1, Eqs. !B22" and !21" can be written as

/!2" = &
s

qs/ d3v̄!Fs
!1"!b̂ # $!

!0"J0
!0"!$!1""r, !B23a"
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en0#1 ! 40
!0"$

e!$!1"

Ti
= &

s
qs/ d3v̄J0

!0"!Fs
!1". !B23b"

Utilizing Eq. !B20", Eq. !B23b" can be substituted into Eq.
!B23a", yielding

! &
s
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!1"$y

!0"J0
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= ! en0!1 ! 40
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1
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!0"9#!1 ! 40
!0""!$!1"$!$!1":

= 0. !B24"

Hence, to lowest order in 1 the flux of gyrocenter charge
vanishes.

To the next order, the approximate quasineutrality rela-
tion given by Eq. !B22" can be written as

! n0
e2

T!i
40

!1"!$!1" + n0
e2

T!i
!1 ! 40

!0""!$!2"

+ %i
2 e2

T!i
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= &
s
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s

qs/ d3v̄J0
!0"!Fs

!2". !B25a"

Similarly, the next order contribution from the gyrocenter
flux can be written as

/!3" = &
s

qs/ d3v̄!Fs
!1"!b̂ # $!

!0"J0
!0"!$!2""x

+ &
s

qs/ d3v̄!Fs
!1"!b̂ # $!

!0"J0
!1"!$!1""x

+ &
s

qs/ d3v̄!Fs
!1"!b̂ # $!

!1"J0
!0"!$!1""x

+ &
s

qs/ d3v̄!Fs
!2"!b̂ # $!

!0"J0
!0"!$!1""x. !B25b"

/!3" may be simplified via an analogous procedure as that
utilized in the main body of the text, yielding

/ = e
"

"x3n0!Ey!41 ! 40"
"

"x
)%i

2e!$

Ti
*4

!
1
2

"

"x3!Ey&
s

qs/ d3v̄%!
2 !J0 + J2"

"

"x
!Fs4 , !B26"

where we have dropped all superscripts in order to simplify
the notation. Substituting the perpendicular momentum writ-

ten in gyrocenter coordinates #Eq. !B11"$ into Eq. !B26" for
me /mi!0 yields

/ % &
s

qs/ d3v̄!Fs!b̂ # $!J0!$"x

= ! mi
"

"x
5 c

B
!!niuy"!Ey6 , !B27"

thus providing a kinetic generalization of the Taylor identity
given by Eq. !2" above.
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